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MESSAGE FOR THE ANNUAL APPARITION, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, IN THE
CITY OF BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, ON THE OCCASION OF THE 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE APPARITIONS OF
THE DIVINE MOTHER

On a day like today, twelve years ago, I called upon very ordinary and simple people so that they
might follow Me, so that they might transform their lives out of love for My Son, and might respond
to a great and important invitation that I brought from Heaven.

Thus, I appeared as the Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity and the Lady of Aurora
because, in My Heart, I was bringing the announcement of the time of redemption and of spiritual
healing for souls.

On a day like today, but twelve years ago, such simple people who had nothing to gain nor lose said
"yes" to Me, and together with Me established the manifestation of the Purpose that God had
requested of Me for South America.

His request was that, before the hundred years, since My Apparitions in Fatima, should pass, I
descend with all of My Consciousness to a humble place in the north of Uruguay to call the world to
the conversion and to the redemption of all planetary life. But also, My request was to carry My
Message of Peace by means of simple but profound pilgrimages thoughout the different nations of
the world.

Thus, My Divine Person, as time went by, went calling hearts that would form part of this Mission
and during this time, the first and small choir emerged, made up of three children of Mine.

One of My daughters would represent My singing Voice to the world, a Mission that was
accomplished. But as the Purpose of God was so great, on seeing that My children responded, the
Father asked Me to awaken more hearts and, in this way, the great choir of the Divine Mother
emerged.

I then asked for a selfless Association to be founded that would disseminate My Message of Peace
throughout the entire world; until finally, Misericordia María TV came along, a means of
communication of the Divine Hierarchy which, through sound and images, would carry the
Message and the Call of God to millions of souls in the world.

Twelve years have passed, of so many experiences, of children that left without having understood
the essence of My call, of new and unexpected children who arrived, and those who will arrive to
follow My pilgrim path.

Today, in My Heart of Light, I hold and remember the awakening of Aurora and the sweet aroma of
the orange groves, as well as the fruits that many carried within themselves as an indelible Grace of
healing.

Today, after twelve years, the planet cries out for Mercy and for forgiveness. Thus, I invite all My
children to renew their vows so that, under the light of Aurora, new aspirations may be
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accomplished and concretized.

Under the Will of God, My children, may we be able to continue walking together in this eternal
pilgrimage toward a meeting with the Heart of Jesus so that we may finally merge into the Love of
God, because My one desire as a Mother is to always lead you toward God, so that peace may be
achieved.

I thank all who have walked by My side during these last twelve years, and I am thankful for those
who will continue walking by My side, helping Christ to continue carrying the cross of the pain of
the planet so that it may be alleviated.

I thank you for responding to My sacred call!

Who blesses you in peace,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


